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Notes:

Wind Sketch II by Keiko Abe:

Wind Sketch II is a marimba duo from Keiko Abe. The dual parts of this composition allow for a full sounding texture that allows individual performers to exchange roles between accompaniment and lead line playing.

Recitative by Elliot Carter:

"Recitative" is a dramatic, slow piece that consists of three different elements: a tremolo, a bolero rhythm, and an irregular pulse.

Evil Ernie by Casey Cangelosi:

Evil Ernie for solo percussion was written by Casey Cangelosi in 2009. This moderately difficult work for multi-percussion requires some independent work by each hand and a variety of implements (sticks, mallets, etc.)

Nature Alley by Dean Gronemier:

Nature Alley is dedicated to the memory of the composer’s late Uncle Vince who died in a fatal car accident in August 1987. The themes of this piece represent the composer’s various thoughts and emotions based on what he heard and read about the accident. Through these themes Gronemeier tries to re-enact the tragic event and its ramifications.